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ABOUT   CHRISTINE   WEBSTER

«As usual I never  get a precise orientation when I’m composing, but after I saw the monotypes 
there was one word that popped out, «charcoal.» I guess this word acted as a guideline during 
the creative process. Now if I stay back and listen to the music, it seems that the sound layers 
are journeying somewhere into a deep, large and at the same time, very closed-up universe, 
and sometimes at very shrinked scales, as if we were hovering over the grains of matter. The 
grains of charcoal and light.»
- Christine Webster on Monuments of the Memory

Christine Webster, (b. 1962, Karlsruhe, Germany) creates experimental soundscapes in a va-
riety of media, durations and formats. 

Her career began in graphic design before creatively reorienting herself in the late nineteen 
eighties to work in sound, particularly embracing electro-acoustic composition. She studied 
under the noted French composer and musicologist Jean Schwarz, eventually working as a 
post-production sound engineer for the leading European television production houses Ima-
gine and Video Adapt. In 2003 she began working independently, producing original music 
while working as a sound designer for independent film production companies such as Lardux 
Films and Terminal Images as well as major production companies such as Folimages, Les Pro-
ductions de l’Erable and Ubisoft. In 2006 she discovered the online virtual platform Second Life 
and worked for a French Second Life-based marketing company, Community Chest. She would 
go on to create her own 3D spatial compositions with her collaborative group Sonic(e)spaces, 
experimenting with gaming 3D tools, creating virtual installation and developing sound envi-
ronments for simulations. In 2011 Webster served as Sound Designer on the Oscar shortlisted 
Sens Fiction/Lardux Films production Le Silence Sous L’écorce (The Silence Beneath the Bark), 
directed by Joana Lurie. Since 2013 she has served as Research-Associated Artist at ENSAD-LAB 
EN-ER Paris, creating sound in digital shared e-environments.

In addition to her work in music and research, Webster teaches sound design and experimental 
music, and is also well known in France as a writer for her reviews of innovative hardware and 
software for the publications KR-HomeStudio and MCD Digitalarti.

http://soundwebster.wordpress.com/
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